Abstract-In cognitive radio (CR) networks, multi-CR cooperation is required during spectrum sensing in order to cope with wireless fading effects and the hidden terminal problem. User cooperation offers not only channel diversity gain against fading, but also complexity gain in terms of reduced sampling costs per CR. The latter is particularly useful when the monitored spectrum has very wide bandwidth and yet individual CRs only have limited hardware capability. To jointly collect both diversity gain and complexity gain, this paper develops a novel cooperative spectrum sensing technique based on matrix rank minimization. Subject to sampling-rate limitations, CRs individually collect digital measurements from a segment of the wide spectrum via coordinated selective filtering, with optional compressive sampling to further reduce the sampling rates. The solutions representing the measurements of all users are modeled to possess a low-rank property, and the rank order is the same as the size of the nonzero support of the monitored wide spectrum. Accordingly, a nuclear norm minimization problem is formulated to jointly identify the nonzero support and hence the overall wideband spectrum occupancy. Both tradeoff evaluation and simulation results corroborate that the proposed cooperative sensing technique outperforms traditional averaging-based cooperative schemes given the same sampling costs, because the low-rank property enables efficient utilization and tradeoff of the user diversity in the absence of any channel knowledge.
in most of time and space [1] . To solve such a widespread dilemma in most current wireless systems based on fixed spectrum access, cognitive radio (CR) technology has been set forth to enable dynamic spectrum access [1] , [2] . The first and key task in CR technology is to perform accurate and fast spectrum sensing, in order to determine the spectrum occupancy of licensed primary users (PUs) and identify potential transmission opportunities for secondary CRs.
Spectrum sensing faces major challenges from the degrading effects of wireless channel fading. A single CR user may not be able to accurately sense and detect the transmission of a primary system due to deep channel fades [3] , [4] . When a missed detection arises, the CR user may unwittingly transmit over the same channels used by active PUs, causing detrimental interference to legacy services. Hence, multi-CR cooperative sensing is called for in order to effectively combat fading via user spatial diversity [5] [6] [7] [8] . When channel state information (CSI) from PU transmitters to CR receivers can be acquired, the CRs can jointly estimate the common transmitted spectrum of the primary system from their individually received measurement vectors, which is the widely studied cooperative estimation problem [7] , [8] . However when the CSI is unavailable, CRs can only decide the spectrum occupancy of the PU systems, indicated by the nonzero support of the transmitted spectrum. This becomes a cooperative support detection problem, which is more challenging than cooperative estimation [7] . In existing solutions for singlechannel sensing [9] , [10] , CRs first make individual decisions on their received spectrum, which is supposed to share the same nonzero support as the transmitted spectrum of the PUs. Then, these local decisions are fused by either taking a majority vote from all CRs [9] , or computing the average energy followed by energy detection [10] . For multi-channel sensing, such a separate approach of local spectrum estimation followed by global decision fusion is suboptimal, because it does not take full advantage of the built-in user diversity.
Another technical challenge in CR spectrum sensing is the high signal acquisition costs of current analog-to-digital hardware technology. When the monitored spectrum has very wide bandwidth, it is nearly infeasible for a single CR user to sample at the Nyquist rate for traditional signal recovery. In this case, wideband processing with compressive sampling can be adopted for sub-Nyquist rate sampling, taking advantage of the sparsity property of the underutilized spectrum of the primary system [11] [12] [13] . Alternatively, when CRs are only equipped with narrowband filters and processors along with tunable frequency shifters, multiple narrowband CRs can tune to different segments of the overall spectrum, and 1536-1276/12$31.00 c 2012 IEEE then exchange the spectrum occupancy decisions in order to gain awareness of the entire spectrum. In this sense, user diversity can also be utilized for complexity gain to reduce the hardware costs per CR, in terms of lowering the Nyquist rates and allowing for narrowband processing. On the other hand, when multiple CRs are assigned to monitor different segments of the spectrum, the number of cooperating CRs for detecting the same frequency decreases, which reduces the effective detection diversity collected against fading. Thus, there exists a tradeoff between the detection diversity gain and the complexity gain reflected in sampling costs.
Given the total user diversity, this paper develops a new cooperative technique to attain the desired tradeoff between detection diversity and sampling costs. During the transmission stage, CRs can have wideband transceivers to signal on multiple dynamically selected channels out of a common wide spectrum pool monitored by the entire CR network; but during the sensing stage, we let each of them monitor only a segment of the entire spectrum in order to reduce the sampling costs per CR. Each CR samples in the time domain at a lowered Nyquist rate corresponding to the bandwidth of the monitored segment, and can even further reduce the sampling rate by making use of the compressive sampling technique [11] , [12] . The measurements of all CRs are then collected at a fusion center for cooperative support detection. To enable cooperation in the absence of any channel knowledge, we make an important observation that the measurement matrix formed by the measurement vectors of all CRs possesses a low-rank property, even though these CRs monitor different spectrum segments. We show that the rank order is the same as the size of the nonzero support of the monitored wide spectrum. Capitalizing on this key observation, we develop a cooperative support detection algorithm based on matrix rank minimization (MRM) [14] . Under the MRM framework, we formulate a nuclear norm minimization problem to jointly identify the nonzero support and hence the spectrum occupancy over the entire wide band of interest.
Note that the MRM principle has been adopted for cooperative sensing in [15] , [16] , but for a different design goal and problem setup. Therein the goal is to solve the problem of missing frequency data due to link failures between the CRs and the fusion center. In the presence of random missing entries in the frequency measurement matrix, the MRM formulation is used in [15] , [16] for the matrix completion step only. Once the frequency measurement matrix is complete, standard or new cooperative sensing techniques can be utilized for subsequent spectrum detection under the condition that all users measure the same frequency range. It does not concern the tradeoff with complexity gain, since all CRs monitor the same global spectrum. Whereas in our proposed technique [17] , the CRs only monitor local spectrum segments in order to save sampling costs, with the goal of jointly collecting both diversity gain and complexity gain. Because the global spectrum is not measured at local CRs, our scheme utilizes the MRM framework for direct detection of the global spectrum occupancy from time-domain samples of all CRs. Tradeoff analysis and simulation results show that the proposed MRM-based technique outperforms the traditional averaging-based cooperative schemes, because it improves the detection diversity in terms of higher effective diversity order collected, given the same average sampling rate and the same total user diversity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model for a collaborative CR sensing network. Section III develops the proposed MRM-based cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm, based on a nice lowrank property hidden in the collected measurement matrix. Section IV evaluates the fundamental tradeoff between detection diversity and complexity gains achieved by the proposed MRM approach. Simulation results are presented in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Suppose that a wideband PU system spans over a total of B Hz, where the bandwidth B can be very large, say, over-GHz. For signal processing purpose, the overall frequency band is slotted into N non-overlapping bins of equal bandwidth B/N Hz, which are termed as channels and indexed by n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N − 1]. The length of each frequency bin is set according to the link coherence time, such that each channel experiences flat fading whereas the overall spectrum is subject to frequency selective fading. At a given time and location, the PU system is underutilized with only I (< N) channels occupied by active PUs, whereas the rest N − I channels are idle and thus can offer potential spectrum opportunities to secondary CRs, provided that the channels can be detected accurately. Let s f ∈ C N denote the unknown transmitted spectrum of the PUs. The sparsity order of the transmitted spectrum is s f 0 = I, which measures the size of the nonzero support of s f .
There are J spatially distributed CRs that cooperate during the sensing stage and are indexed by j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , J]. As discussed in the introduction, these CRs may have frequencyagile transceivers to take advantage of the dynamic transmission opportunities over the entire spectrum, but we let each of them sense only a small spectrum segment of bandwidth M (B/N ), so that the Nyquist sampling rate per CR is reduced by M/N , compared to that for monitoring the entire spectrum. Apparently, the narrowband and wideband sensing cases are subsumed by M = 1 and M = N , respectively. For convenience of illustration, we let the J CRs monitor different yet overlapping segments of the entire spectrum, e.g., CR j monitors M channels with indices
, where the integer Δ > 0 denotes the shift length between the starting positions of two adjacent channel assignments for CR j and CR j + 1, ∀j. When Δ is chosen such that 1 ≤ Δ ≤ M and (J − 1) Δ + M ≥ N , this channel assignment policy ensures that each channel is covered by at least one CR; furthermore, the number of CRs covering one channel is approximately the same as that covering any other channels. We will show later that such a uniform channel assignment strategy is desired, and its extension to practical applications will be testified as well. Fig. 1 depicts an illustrative scenario of a cooperative CR sensing network with M = 4 and Δ = 1.
During each sensing period, we assume for simplicity that higher layer protocols (e.g., medium access control) of CR networks can guarantee that all cooperating CR transmitters stay silent. Hence, the spectra that arrive at CR receivers, denoted by
in the noise-free case, arise from the same PU-related transmitted spectrum vector s f , subject to CR-dependent channel fading. That is,
where H j ∈ C N ×N is a diagonal channel matrix whose n-th diagonal element is the fading coefficient on the n-th channel of CR j. Due to frequency selectivity of the wide band, the fading coefficients differ across channels. Apparently, r j and s f share the same nonzero support, ∀j, provided that the effect of deep fades can be removed.
In our cooperative sensing scheme, it is important to note that r j is pre-filtered and may not be fully observed by each CR. In fact, to reduce the sampling rate for sensing, each CR only monitors M out of N channels with M ≤ N . The actual received spectrum after passing through a selective filter becomes
where B j ∈ {0, 1} M×N is the channel selection matrix of CR j. Specifically, B j results from the N × N identity matrix I N by keeping only those M rows whose indices n j belong to the channel subset of CR j. When Nyquist-rate sampling is adopted at each CR, CR j collects discrete-time sample vector x j in the form of x j = F −1 r s,j , where F is the square discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. When compressive sampling is used, it amounts to imposing an additional (random) compression matrix Φ j ∈ C K×M to collect compressive linear projections from the filtered waveform F −1 r s,j [11] , with K/M ≤ 1 being the compression ratio. The rows of the compression matrix are digital representations of the linearprojection filters imposed on the signal source F −1 r s,j , and the associated linear projection operations can be performed by several hardware implementation options, including those in [11] , [18] [19] [20] and the frequency selective filtering approach in [16] . The non-compression case corresponds to K/M = 1 and Φ j = I M . In the presence of ambient noise w j , the general model for the sample vector of CR j is given by
This K × 1 discrete-time sample vector x j has an average sampling rate of (K/M )(M B/N ) = KB/N , and can be generated by an analog sampler even for K/M < 1, without having to sample at the Nyquist rate before compression [11] . Putting together, we have
where A j = Φ j F −1 B j contains local information only (Φ j and B j ) and hence is irrelevant of the CSI H j . If CR j could infer r j from the measurements x j , then the spectrum occupancy of the primary system can be decided, because the nonzero support of r j is the same as that of s f . Apparently, the goal of spectrum sensing in the lack of CSI is to detect the binary occupancy state of each channel, defined as a spectrum
N whose n-th element takes on binary value 1 or 0 depending on whether s f [n] is nonzero or zero, ∀n. When multiple measurements {x j } are used collectively to decide d f from the common nonzero support of {r j }, it boils down to a cooperative support detection problem.
III. COOPERATIVE SUPPORT DETECTION BASED ON MATRIX RANK MINIMIZATION
In this section, we first reveal a crucial low-rank property hidden in the measurement matrix formed by measurement vectors from multiple cooperative CRs. Capitalizing on such a nice property, we then develop a MRM-based cooperative support detection algorithm.
A. Low-Rank Property
To perform cooperative support detection from multiple measurements {x j } J j=1 , we make an important observation that these measurement vectors permit sparse representations due to low spectrum utilization of the primary system, and that these sparse representations jointly possess a desired low-rank property.
To illustrate this, let us form a pre-filtered spectrum matrix R f ∈ C N ×J whose columns are the pre-filtered, partiallyunobservable received spectrum vectors r j in (1), as follows:
Apparently, R f is a collection of sparse coefficients {r j } representing the measurements {x j }. Since r j and s f share the same nonzero support, the spectrum sparsity property of s f can be equivalently transferred into the low-rank property of R f over fading channels, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Here R f has a rank order of r o = min{I, J} < N, where I = s f 0 . The low-rank property can be utilized when CRs estimate r j from x j , ∀j, which leads to the MRM formulation that will be developed next. In this paper, we assume J > I, such that the rank order reflects the spectrum sparsity order via r o = I. 
B. MRM via Nuclear Norm Minimization
Let us stack all measurement vectors {x j } into a single vector
, where the vectorization operator vec(·) stacks all columns of a matrix into a long vector. From (4), it holds that
is the noise term that accounts for both the stacked noise
T received at the CRs and the noise of the reporting channels between the CRs and the fusion center.
Capitalizing on the low-rank property of R f , we formulate the following MRM problem for recovering R f from all the measurements collected in (6):
where rank(·) is the rank function of a matrix whose value is equal to the number of nonzero singular values of the matrix, the 2 -norm term imposes penalty on the measurement error, and λ is the Lagrangian parameter controlling the tradeoff between the low-rank property and the noise tolerance.
However, the MRM problem in (7) is NP-hard due to the combinational nature of the function rank(·). To obtain a convex formulation, rank(·) can be replaced by its convex envelope, that is, the nuclear norm · * defined as the sum of all the singular values of the matrix. It has been proved theoretically that the nuclear norm is the best convex approximation of the rank function over the unit ball of matrices with norm less than one [14] . Hence, we replace (7) by the following convex formulation:
To appreciate the MRM technique proposed in (8), let us note that removal of the · * term would result in the conventional least-squares (LS) formulation:
In (9), the CR-dependent error penalty terms are completely separable, which offers no mechanism to enforce user cooperation. This is due to the lack of CSI, in which case CRs cannot infer the common transmitted spectrum s f , and hence cannot adopt traditional data fusion methods for cooperative estimation problem. Further, due to the channel assignment policy adopted for reducing the sampling costs per CR, the CRs are coordinated to monitor different spectrum segments r s,j ∈ C M , but the global r j ∈ C N is not observable to CR j from its own observed data x j . In a traditional separate approach (SA) [7] , each CR has to recover r s,j from time-domain samples x j separately; then, from all the estimatedr s,j , the binary state of each channel is determined by the sum of energy from the subset of users observing this channel. Without estimating r j , even a suboptimal majority vote scheme does not allow all CRs to participate in the detection of every channel [8] . In a nutshell, it is the low-rank property of R f that enables user cooperation in finding solutions R f to the multiple measurements {x j } j that are otherwise completely separable, and incomplete (since r j is only partially observable from individual data x j alone).
C. Sensing Decisions
Having obtainedR f from (8), the fusion center can make a final sensing decisiond f on the spectrum state vector d f , based on the average energy collected from all CRs on each channel. Specifically,d f is decided aŝ
wherer j is the j-th column of estimatedR f and η 2 denotes the preset decision threshold for energy detection. Empirically, the threshold can be set as η = μ/2 for the noise-free case or η = (μ + σ n ) /2 for the noisy case, where μ is the average absolute value of all the I nonzero elements in s f , σ n is the standard deviation of the noise component, and η lies in the middle of μ and σ n . Since the nuclear-norm penalty term in (8) actually enforces a sparse solution by shrinking small estimates to zero, the amplitudes of the nonzero elements in r j are well separated from those of the zero elements, which makes the decision in (10) robust to the threshold value η. In short, this is a joint spectrum recovery and support detection approach, because each r j is estimated with the use of all CRs' measurements via (8) , along with making the fusion decision d f via (10).
IV. TRADEOFF EVALUATION
In a cooperative system, the number of degrees of freedom measuring the user diversity is given by the total number of participating CRs. Next we investigate the utilization of such system resources to provide benefits to spectrum sensing from two perspectives: diversity gain and complexity gain. The former aims to enhance the detection accuracy, while the latter alleviates the hardware complexity per CR in terms of the sampling-rate requirements.
Theoretical tradeoff analysis of diversity versus complexity gains is a deep topic in information theory that is beyond the scope of this paper. Besides, for (jointly) sparse signals that are recovered by optimizing a non-differentiable objective function such as (8) , theoretical analysis of the (diversity gain in) error performance is barely possible. Therefore, to provide useful design guidelines to practical CR applications, this section opts to empirical studies to reveal the tradeoffs of the proposed MRM-based approach in allocating the total user diversity among the two competing elements of diversity versus complexity. Empirical studies in this section use the following setup: N = 20, I = 2, J = 20, and various values of M ranging from 4 to 9. Links from the primary transmitters to CR receivers experience frequency-selective multipath fading, which is modeled using a tapped delay line with N p = 8 time-delayed taps and independent Rayleigh fading gains on these taps. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined to be the total signal power over the entire spectrum, scaled by the power of the white noise. Given the true state vector d f ∈ {0, 1} N , the probability of detection P d and that of false alarm P f are measured as follows:
where E denotes expectation, and 1 denotes the length-N allone vector.
A. Detection Diversity
In order to improve the sensing performance of a CR detection system, multi-CR cooperative spectrum sensing is usually adopted to cope with the wireless fading effect via user spatial diversity. To reflect the diversity gain in detection performance, certain measure is needed.
For wireless communications, the diversity order is defined as the slope of the bit error rate (BER) versus SNR curve in the log-log scale at the asymptotically high SNR regime. However, in the CR paradigm, spectrum sensing is required to be able to detect weak primary signals accurately even under much lower SNR conditions, in order to guarantee no harmful interference to primary services. To this end, we use another measure of diversity order proposed originally for distributed radar networks operating in low-SNR conditions. This measure is termed as detection diversity D and defined as the slope of the probability of detection P d versus SNR curve at P d = 0.5 [21] , that is,
where P d is a function of SNR. Fig. 3 depicts the P d performance versus SNR for both the proposed MRM-based approach and traditional SAs, at a fixed false alarm rate P f = 0.01. The slopes of these curves at P d = 0.5 indicate the effective diversity orders captured by the corresponding cooperative schemes. Take for example the SAs depicted by the solid curves in Fig. 3 . Given the same J, a larger M leads to a steeper slope at P d = 0.5, which reflects a larger diversity order. Such improvement in detection diversity can be explained by the fact that the effective number of cooperating users for detecting the same channel increases when every CR monitors a wider frequency segment out of the entire spectrum, at the expense of higher sampling rate per CR. As to the joint sensing and decision approach via MRM, with M = 4, it attains the same slope as the SA curve with M = 9. This observation reveals that the MRM-based approach has better capability in collecting effective detection diversity than the SA, given the same total user diversity.
B. Sampling Cost
Another important issue for practical CR networks is the hardware complexity, which affects energy consumption of the CR nodes. To alleviate the hardware complexity of wideband processing, different CRs can be assigned to monitor different frequency subbands, and then collaborate to reach awareness of the overall spectrum. Given a fixed total user diversity J, the hardware complexity can be measured by M , the number of channels monitored per CR. Evidently, the smaller M is, the lower the sampling cost is consumed. In this sense, the user cooperation diversity can be used to improve the complexity gain by reducing the sampling cost per CR.
C. Tradeoff of Diversity versus Sampling Cost
There exist tradeoffs in the competition between detection diversity gain and complexity gain, given the total degrees of freedom in the cooperative system. To illustrate the tradeoff between these two competing elements, we delineate the tradeoff curves of the detection diversity gains as a function of the sampling cost, for a fixed total user diversity indicated by J. Fig. 4 depicts the tradeoff curves of both the proposed MRM-based approach and the traditional SA, for J = 20. It is clear that the detection diversity gains obtained by both techniques increase when every single channel has more CRs to detect by allocating more channels per CR, but at the same time the sampling cost per CR increases as well, and vice versa. Given the fixed total user diversity, the maximum detection diversity is given by the total user diversity, which happens when the full sampling rate is adopted and there is no reduction of sampling cost per CR. Further, Fig. 4 indicates an evident gap between the tradeoff curve of the MRM-based approach and that of the traditional SA. Such a gap shows that the proposed MRM-based approach is more effective in collecting higher detection diversity gain than the SA, given the same sampling cost and the same total user diversity. Conversely, when both methods collect the same detection diversity to satisfy the required detection accuracy, the MRM-based approach can save more sampling cost than the SA. Overall, the MRM-based approach achieves better tradeoff between detection diversity and sampling cost than the SA.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A cooperative CR sensing network is simulated on the following setup: N = 20, I = 2, J = 20, and M = 4. Using the channel assignment illustrated in Fig. 1 , every channel is sensed by 4 CR users. The proposed MRM formulation in (8) is solved by the cvx package [22] , in which the weighting coefficient is set empirically to be λ = 10.
A. Sensing Performance
Performance metrics of interest are the probability of detection P d and the probability of false alarm P f of spectrum support detection, averaged over all channels. These two detection criteria reflect the level of interference to PUs and the wastefulness of spectrum opportunities for CRs, respectively. Fig. 5 depicts the sensing performance of the proposed MRM technique by plotting the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (P d versus P f ) for various SNR values. There is no local compression, which corresponds to Φ j being an identity matrix in (3), with K = M . The conventional SA is also tested as a benchmark [7] . Although the user diversity is J = 20, the effective detection diversity collected by the conventional SA is only 4, due to its tradeoff choice in reducing the sampling costs per CR. Given the same SNR and the same hardware cost, the proposed MRM-based approach clearly outperforms the SA, because it collects larger detection diversity than the SA.
B. Channel Assignment
The uniform channel assignment policy adopted for user cooperation has a design parameter Δ, which indicates the shift length between two adjacent assignments. To testify the impact of the channel assignment policy, Fig. 6 shows the ROC performances for various values of Δ, for both the MRM and SA techniques. Apparently, the detection performances are invariant in Δ, as long as the channel assignment policy is uniform, such that the number of users assigned to detect each channel is nearly the same for all the channels.
To ensure uniform and full coverage of all channels under monitoring, the channel assignment policy needs to be properly chosen for a small-size CR network with a relatively small value of J. The strategy recommended in Section II provides a satisfactory design to evenly cover all channels. When a large number of CR sensors are present, the uniform channel assignment policy suggests a simple practical implementation, that is, each CR can just randomly pick up a segment of M contiguous channels from the entire spectrum of N channels, through a uniform distribution. In this way, every channel is covered and sensed by an evenly distributed number of CRs, without using a central controller to coordinate channel allocation.
The uniform channel assignment policy is used when CRs do not have location information about primary transmitters in practice. When such location information is available, a more elaborate assignment policy may help to improve the allocation efficiency by letting CRs sense the spectrum segments occupied by their nearby primary transmitters. This topic is out of the scope of this paper. 
C. Compression Option
Given M that dictates the Nyquist rate per CR, each CR can locally conduct compressive sampling over its assigned frequency subbands, in order to further lower the sampling rate requirements. This corresponds to using a random matrix Φ j of size K × M in (3), where K/M is the compression ratio. Fig. 7 depicts the ROC performances for K/M = 0.75 and SNR = −15dB. Regardless of compression or not, the proposed MRM-based approach offers large performance gain over the conventional SA. This compression option would be useful, when the monitored spectrum becomes so wide that the sampling cost requirements cannot be satisfied, even though the entire affordable user diversity has been already allocated to reduce the sampling rate.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper develops a novel cooperative support detection technique, which can be used to detect spectrum opportunities for CR networks with low spectrum utilization. Each CR monitors a segment of the total frequency band to reduce the sampling burden per CR, while multiple CRs collectively estimate the global spectrum occupancy by taking a joint spectrum recovery and support detection approach. In the absence of CSI and with incomplete local measurements, it is recognized that the (unknown) received spectrum matrix possesses a nice low-rank property, because of its joint sparsity structure. The MRM technique is proposed to exploit the joint sparsity and hence enforces user cooperation. In terms of the diversitycomplexity tradeoff, the proposed MRM-based cooperative spectrum sensing technique captures larger effective detection diversity than the traditional separate approach, given the same sampling rates and the same total user diversity.
